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We are excited to welcome you to Hartford Insurtech Hub's Demo Day. This event today while
being conducted remotely, has attracted a broad group of innovative insurance organizations,
startups, and investors, which will highlight the City of Hartford as the capital of Insurtech!
 
As we continue to build on our global efforts to identify young insurtech companies that will
become the next group of innovators, we see patterns emerging across the insurance
landscape. Insurtech is not only about insurance and emerging digital technologies, such as
analytics, automation, cybersecurity, or ioT; it is also about adjacent industries realizing that
innovating in insurance could yield great returns.
 
After three months of intense acceleration, 11 startups will present their progress to you and
will offer a unique take on problems they are passionate to solve. Acceleration is hard work!
Startups, as the program expects, wake up early in the morning and leave late at night. They
must show determination and commitment to go through this intense process. Many of them
were astounded as we took them right back to beginning principles to help them shape
sustainable businesses. 
 
This year, the startups were supported and guided by an amazing group of 250+ mentors who
aim to accelerate their innovation agenda by engaging and collaborating across a multitude of
business lines and practice areas. All involved have forged strong links with our stakeholders.
 
Demo Day is more than introducing our teams to investors and potential corporate partners. It
is about showcasing our community as an innovation center in 2020 and beyond!
 
To all our the insurers, investors, mentors, and members of the community, please stick
around after the stream and schedule a meeting with any of the startups. They are very eager
for opportunities to engage. They are eager to show you how they intend to contribute to our
Hartford ecosystem in years to come and celebrate their achievements with you.
 

Dawn LeBlanc
Managing Director

http://rainmaking.io/


Demo Day will welcome 11 startups that are positioned to

change the way you think about insurance. Please consider

that each startup can potentially explore alternative use

cases outside of the adjacent areas/sectors included in the

proposition. Be curious. Challenge the status quo.

Hartford Insurtech Hub Partners

Startups Presenting



Insurance companies are getting millions of calls, and over

half of those are 'how to' questions, many of which are

answered in documentation. But customers rather not do

something that takes time and effort, like reading

instructions, manuals, FAQ documents. It was very

frustrating and very expensive. Their AI automatically

finds the answer from myriads of documents.

Our technology platform essentially provides Insurance-as-a-

Service to digital platforms that have any trust, safety or

liability factors. Our APIs provide identity authentication,

generates risk profiles for all participants, develops risk

scoring, a decision engine for underwriting rules and

dynamic pricing for individual transactions, delivers

protection packages, and handles claims.

Edlore is a platform to view 3D images. Edlore is already built

and patented and is in the market. Assume due to an

earthquake, a major water and waste facility goes down. The

emergency response team needs to bring everything back up

as quickly as possible. They need documentation for every

device on demand. Edlore is a platform that provides all O&Ms,

3D/AR, part numbers, videos, pictures, animations, etc...

 

Benedict von Merley

US Sales Manager

benedict@allganize.ai

Paul Smith

CEO

paul@digisureinc.com

Javid Vahid

CEO

javid@edlore.com

Shane Curran

CEO

shane.curran@investsuretech.

co.za

 InvestSure created a world first insurance product supported

by global re-insurer Hannover Re. The product is parametric

and protects investors from losses in the share price which

are caused by allegations of management dishonesty

(including accounting fraud, bribery, etc). Investors should

not bear the brunt of these losses - we are here to protect

investors.

http://bit.ly/SaveTheDate2019
http://bit.ly/SaveTheDate2019
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Livindi is a platform of software, sensors and services that

enable seniors to live independently. It solves complex

problems: caregivers have to take time off from work, insurers

need to improve HEDIS/STARS ratings, home care providers

need to offset labor costs, assisted living and memory care

facilities struggle with occupancy, and workman's comp and

life-annuity companies need healthy members.

The iPill is a digital health, mHealth and hardware system. An

App controls a secure storage safe disposal dispenser to prevent

opioid abuse and diversion. An integrated wearable sensor calls

911 if respiratory distress is detected. A CBT module distracts

opioid use. Blockchain for data storage.

 

Dave Watkins

CEO

dave@livindi.com

John Hsu

CEO

john@ipilldispenser.com

The only alternative to our assessment in the home commodity

market is sending an inspector to evaluate each property. This is

not feasible at scale. Engineers are employed to physically

inspect properties only for insurers of large specialty risks with

high premiums. Engineer’s reports are used to reduce claims.

Mitigateway is applying the specialty insurers model to the

commodity insurer market.

Paul Okrutny

CEO

paul@mitigateway.com

Stable is a distribution and analytics platform for consumers of

commercial auto insurance. We are focusing on the rideshare

and on-demand economy/mobility segment of the commercial

auto space. We allow customers to quickly get a policy for any

vehicle in their fleet and offer risk analytics to better

understand their risk profile.Douglas Ver Mulm

CEO

douglas.vermulm@stableins.

com
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The archaic Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC)

approach to risk management is insufficient as companies

grapple with myriad 'point solutions' and tools amid a false

sense of security. Instead, they need an Integrated Risk

Management (IRM) Platform that aligns with modern

cybersecurity architecture, their management objectives of

Secure DevOps, and next-gen governance to deliver

business goals.

UDoTest is a B2B at-home disease testing SaaS Platform.

UDoTest can detect disease risk early, to improve the consumer

experience, cut costs, improve the underwriting process and

increase sales.Allison Martin
CEO
allisonm@udotest.com

Jeremy Vaughan

CEO

jeremy@tauruseer.com

1 in 4 people will suffer mental distress. Demand is high, supply

is short (wait time in UK is 4-12 months), or expensive. Wysa is

an early intervention for high-risk populations (students,

maternal health, high-stress work places). Like a journal it

builds insights and shares techniques, talking to you like an

empathetic friend. It has real therapist for further support.

Ramakant Vempati
CEO
ramakant@touchkin.com
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The Hartford InsurTech Hub Accelerator, powered by Startupbootcamp, is an initiative

established in 2017 by Hartford insurance companies, the City of Hartford, and CTNext.

Focused on addressing the need for attracting new technologies and talent in insurance and

technology into the City of Hartford and the local ecosystem, the program partners include

Aetna, Capgemini, Cigna, The Hartford, Travelers, Launc[H], USAA, White Mountains, LKP

Global, Locke Lord, and InsurBot.ai. It will stretch its reach to other cities in Connecticut to

create a thriving spirit of collaboration and innovation between our partners, entrepreneurs,

and investors while leveraging Startupbootcamp’s global network of capabilities and a

structured delivery approach.

Founded in 2010, Startupbootcamp is an award winning global network of industry-focused

accelerator programs. With 20+ programs in Europe, Asia, North & South America, MENA &

Africa, selected startups gain access to the most relevant mentors, partners and investors in

their industry. For more information visit: www.startupbootcamp.org

About

Rainmaking is a global cooperative of entrepreneurs. We create positive change through

entrepreneurship and empower the world’s largest organizations to lead their industry’s

innovation globally. We give corporates the mindset, skills, and confidence to ideate, create and

scale new business. We run startups and projects in over 40 countries, and every year we facilitate

1,250+ startup events with 100,000+ participants across the world. Our global network provides us

with first-hand access to innovative startups and early-stage companies in every major startup

ecosystem worldwide. For more information, visit: www.rainmaking.io



Date:  28 April 2020

Location: 

 demoday.hartfordinsurtechhub.com

 

Schedule:

10:00-10:05 Live Opening

10:05-11:30 Startup Pitches

12:00-5:00pm Startup Meetings

demoday.hartfordinsurtechhub.com

Demo Day 2020


